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Gaming monitor buyers guide

Video game platforms like Xbox and PlayStation are excellent, but because they only release new hardware every 5 to 10 years, they are often left behind by new technologies that are evolving after the first 18 months. Players who need to live on the bleeding edge of technology turn to PC
games, where they can always buy or build a computer gaming platform with the latest specs. But when it comes to building PC game configurations, the crown jewel is the monitor. The monitor controls all the visual aspects of the games, from resolution to contrast ratio (and everything
else), so it's important to choose the right one to make the rest of your hardware shine. Choosing the right monitor means knowing what you're looking for, and what your favorite games require - for example, many triple-A game titles can work in 4K resolution, and some even support high
dynamic range (HDR), so they can produce ultra-sharp, perfectly colored imagery. If you're ready to find the perfect monitor for your PC gaming platform, or if you just want the most versatile monitor you can find, you're in the right place. Let's dig everything you need to know about game
monitors. Key considerationsA large number of monitor specifications are a clutter of acronyms, numbers and compound marketing words, but there are a handful that really matter. Here are the most important features: Screen sizeThe unique factor that will affect the game the most is the
size of the screen is. The right size varies depending on the player, but most players consider monitors less than 27 inches to be insufficient for PC games. Most game monitors vary in size from 24 to 32 inches, measured diagonally. ResolutionAfter the size of the screen itself, the most
important monitor attribute is resolution, or how many pixels can be displayed on the screen at once. Modern PC games are designed for extremely high resolutions, and a high-resolution monitor is needed to enjoy most games the way developers intended. In general, it is best to get a
game monitor that supports a minimum resolution of 2560 x 1440p. Rate monitor tracking function by constantly redesigning the screen you see, and the refresh rate refers to the number of times per second a monitor can redesign (or update) an entire screen. Refreshment rates are
measured in hertz (Hz), and most non-game monitors have a refresh rate of 60 Hz. PC games look and perform much better on screens with higher refreshment, so players usually opt for monitors with refresh rates of 120 Hz or more. In general, for the best possible image, it's a good idea
to buy a monitor with the highest refresh rate you can afford. Response timeReresponse time is the measure that reflects the amount of time it takes a single pixel to switch from on (active) to unlit (completely inactive, or black) to lit up again. It's essentially a measure of how quickly
individual pixels can change. When a monitor monitor a high response time, you are likely to see ghosting (echoes of things that were recently on screen), which can be incredibly distracting while playing. Make no mistake: Response time has a big effect on the game, and an inadequate
monitor can be a major drawback in some games. Most traditional monitors have a response time of 5 milliseconds (ms), but for the game, look for a monitor with a response time of 1ms or 2ms. Video connectivity optionsGaming monitors generally have more connectivity options than
traditional monitors, so they can accept a signal from a wider variety of sources. For example, many game monitors have HDMI, DVI and displayPort inputs, so you can connect them to anything without the need to use a clumsy adapter. Before you buy a game monitor, make sure it has the
right connectivity solutions for your PC's video card. Luxury features in game monitorsIf you're looking for more than just basic features from your game monitor, you're in luck. More and more game monitors are different in offering niche features. Here are the extras that can transform your
game monitor from pretty big to jaw-droppingly awesome. HDR: High dynamic range, or HDR, is a feature found on many movies that dramatically improves the colors, brightness and depth of a screen's image quality. Many movies on Netflix, Amazon and Vudu are available in HDR, and
watching a movie in HDR can transform the experience. If you plan to use your game monitor to watch movies, consider splurge on a monitor that has HDR. The quality of the picture will make your movies look almost as good as your games. Frameless displays: Some game monitors opt
for the frameless look (sometimes called no bezel), which maximizes the real estate screen and provides a sense of elegance. Frameless displays are not just for looks, however. They are perfect for multi-monitor configurations, so you can place two or three next to each other to form a
homogeneous landscape. If you're planning to build a multi-monitor game setup, consider buying a frameless monitor. USB Concentrators: Some game monitors have built-in USB hubs, so you can attach a USB cable between the monitor and the computer and then use the extra USB ports
on the monitor itself. USB hubs are especially convenient if your gaming computer is a laptop with a limited number of USB ports. Gaming monitor pricesGaming monitors become quite expensive, but if you are careful, it is not difficult to find a good deal. Here's what you can expect to get
for your money when it comes to game monitors. Cheap: Between $300 and $499, you'll find entry-level game monitors that are decent, but no wonder. Models in this price range generally have good features, with at least one critical flaw, so don't be surprised if you see good deals on fast
monitors that display only low low If you need a startup model, or if you're a more casual player, you don't need to spend much, but if you play to win, you'll need to spend a little more than that. Mid-range: Between $500 and $749, you'll find the best values in game monitors. Monitors in this
price range typically include high refresh rates, low response times and additional video technology like AMD's FreeSync. Competitive players will easily be able to find the right monitor in this price range. Expensive: Between $750 and $1,200, the game monitors are huge and include all
bells and whistles. If you're looking for a monitor over 27 inches or an ultra-wide monitor, expect the total cost of having a comma. Tips Install the latest video card drivers on your computer. Do this before connecting your gaming PC to a game monitor. Drivers are the software that runs
different physical components of a computer, and while most game monitors are plug and play, downloading and installing video card drivers will help ensure that your monitor is getting the best picture quality available. Place your monitor so that the center of the screen is at the same
height as your eye line. The monitors are designed to be at eye level, and using one at any other height can lead to back pain or conditions like carpal tunnel. When you install your monitor for the first time, make sure your eye meets the middle of the screen when you play games, and
enjoy as many painless games as you like. Never use a TV as a game monitor. While it may be tempting to save money on a game monitor and use a TV instead, it's a bad idea. TVs have player-friendly resolutions like 4K, but the features that affect the game the most—such as response
time, refresh rate, and lag time—are not at acceptable levels on most TVs. If you are serious about your PC games, get a proper game monitor, and enjoy each title as it was meant to be played. FAQQ. Can I use a game monitor as a normal monitor if I'm not a player? A. Yes. All game
monitors are always monitors and can do all the things that a non-game monitor can. That said, if you don't intend to play, a game monitor might be more than you need. You may want to save money by considering a monitor or curved instead. Q. Why do some monitors advertise G-SYNC
or FreeSync? It's important? A. Some PC video cards include technology to help combat image problems by dynamically matching the monitor's image rate with the content displayed. (If you've ever seen an image where part of it is intermittently blurred or offset, your monitor may have
struggled to adjust to variations in the video signal display rate.) FreeSync is an open standard created by AMD for monitors to dynamically match content. Because it has no licensing fee, it is on many monitors. Monitors. is the equivalent technology of graphics chip manufacturer NVIDIA,
but G-SYNC is an exclusive licensed technology that can drive up the cost of monitors. FreeSync and G-SYNC are good solutions, although players frequently debate what is best. Q. Are curved monitors good for PC games? A. Depends on who you're asking for. Curved monitors are
designed to mimic the curvature of the eyeball, and in theory they involve your peripheral vision to create a more immersive experience. Some players swear by curved monitors, claiming that it can make some games feel like IMAX movies; others think it's a gadget that can cause problems
with the glare of light nearby. We are great believers in curved monitors, but, of course, it is a choice that should depend on personal taste more than anything else. Source: Daniel Rubino /Windows Central Best Gaming Monitors Android Central 2021 Set the best game monitor for your PC
game setup varies depending on your budget, the type of games you play, and your level of competitiveness. You can find a large 4K monitor with a high refresh rate for more than one large, but most players have to choose between either high refresh rates for online games or high
resolution for maximum graphics performance. Fortunately, a solid QHD monitor like the Razer Raptor 27 hits the sweet spot in between, but we have several alternatives below for more specialized needs. Source: Daniel Rubino/Windows Central While discussing the Razer Raptor 27, we'll
introduce all the terms and features to watch out for in a game monitor because it basically has everything you can ask for. Its 144Hz refresh rate means the Raptor can cool down 144 times per second, making the gameplay smoother and making sure your high FPS performance translates
to the monitor. With a response time of 1ms, your mouse movements will immediately translate onto the screen without distracting input lag. Its 178-degree IPS viewing angle means the monitor looks just as bright on the side as it does from the front, and its 95% DCI-P3 color range means
Razer doesn't sacrifice color accuracy for performance, as many monitors do. We chose the Razer Raptor 27, our best QHD display (2560x1440), as our best overall choice because it finds an excellent balance between features and price. While 4K monitors struggle to rise above 60Hz and
1080p monitors can't make the current generation games as pretty as they should, 2K monitors like the deliver fast performance without sacrificing aesthetics. If you also use it for purposes other than gaming like watching movies or doing creative work, you'll appreciate the wide range of
colors, although its 350 nits of brightness are only average. Some buyers may not like Razer's proprietary cable system to simplify and hide your wires, and its HDR400 is not true HDR. But these are small concerns coupled with the excellent overall performance if the price tag frighten you.
Superb color accuracy IPS QHD display FreeSync and G-Sync support 144Hz Higher brightness and contrast in HDR400 Joystick mode to adjust the settings Pretty expensive Proprietary Cable System HDR400 is not true HDR Excellent specifications for work and play The Razer Raptor
27 is a bright and fast display that works just as well for editing work as for electronic sports, making it our best choice. Source: LG Slightly more affordable than the Razer Raptor, the LG 27GL850-B game monitor is not slouch when it comes to specs. Featuring a QHD (2560x1440), a
144Hz panel with a response time of 1ms, and the Nvidia G-Sync support, this LG monitor will easily handle fast, high FPS gameplay. Also, like the Raptor, it hits 350 nits of brightness, which allows HDR400, but not true HDR. What really makes it stand out is LG's Nano IPS technology,
which allows for fast refresh rates while capturing a wide range of colors. It reaches 98% DCI-P3, beating all non-LG monitors on this list. If you want a game monitor that doubles as a photo editing or a corporate monitor during working hours, this may be your best non-4K option that won't
cost you too much. It has thin glasses on three sides, plus the ability to tilt, lift/lower, and rotate the monitor for the best angle of vision. With so many similarities with the Razer and a lower price tag, we could easily have chosen the LG 27GL850-B as the best game monitor. Some reports
that the LG monitor has some problems with color contrast, especially struggling with blacks appearing as gray, gave us a break. In comparison, Windows Central found that the Raptor exceeded its estimates in areas such as brightness and color performance. We also appreciate the
Raptor's flashy design with the RGB Chroma support and ultra-thin glasses, where the LG design is perfectly functional but more mainstream. Precision colors pro-level IPS QHD display 144Hz 1ms response time G-Sync and FreeSync compatible Good price for HDR400 specs is not true
HDR Potential color contrast problems Fast response time and a colorful display The LG 27GL850-B proves that you can get 144Hz, 1ms performance while capturing beautiful colors for games and non-games. Source: Asus People who adopt the philosophy of greed is good and who will
not compromise on game performance or high resolution should immediately turn to the Asus ROG Strix XG27UQ. Many PC players stay away from 4K because most of these monitors are stuck 60Hz - below standard for all fast-paced shooters or beat-em-ups - and often have much
slower response times. Still, the ROG Strix XG27UQ makes fun of compromise and hits the same response time of 144Hz and 1ms as other screens with far fewer pixels, using display flow compression technology (DSC) and a DisplayPort cable. This monitor reaches 90% DCI-P3, which is
solid, but not quite as colorful as the Razer Raptor. Although it is G-Sync and AdaptiveSync AdaptiveSync it doesn't support AMD FreeSync if it's your favorite setting. These nitpicks aside, we like its maximum brightness of 400 nit, HDR10 support, 178 degree viewing angle, and unique
Asus enhancements like shadow boost. The only reason not to buy our best choice of 4K game monitor is if your PC is not powerful enough to enjoy 4K graphics and high image rates simultaneously. If your platform is up to the task, however, this may be the best game monitor you'll find
without an over-inflated price tag. Extremely fast response time 4K resolution 125% sRGB color range Full controls for calibration and improvements High-contrast Dynamic Gradation Mode Games and Modes Cinema HDR Costly No AMD FreeSync Built for high-end PC platforms If your
computer can handle games on the highest settings, the Asus ROG Strix XG27UQ is among the best in the industry. Source: LG Get out of this restricted prison 16:9 as most monitors lock you up with this 21:9, 34-inch curved LG monitor that will give your games a much wider field of view.
The LG 34GN850-B not only hits 144Hz and an ultra-fast 1ms, but it can also overclock at 160Hz and works with G-Sync and FreeSync for that extra bit of softness. The LG 34GN850-B also matches the best color performance on this list thanks to its 98% DCI-P3 color range. A small
negative is that its 700:1 contrast doesn't quite match the quality of its competitors, but it does at least support a luminant 400 nits with HDR400 support. It has the same reliable 178 degree, anti-glare IPS design as our other first choices, but as a curved screen, it points to the center and
won't have quite the same horizontal viewing range. We also appreciate the thin glasses, giving it an almost borderless look. Most PC games support an ultrawide 21:9 setting, which is really a game changer (pun intended). Just know that this mode requires a stronger PC to hit the same
graphics settings you want on a monitor with a standard aspect ratio. But this QHD monitor is excellent for both transforming your game and giving you a greater color-accurate productivity space to work from home. Magnificent performance color Elegant curved display 34 inches, QHD
screen with wide aspect ratio Dynamic Action Sync for minimal input shift G-Sync and FreeSync support Overclocks to 160Hz Most expensive Monitor on our list Not the best contrast or HDR for the price Need a powerful PC to run It Best for ultrawide games Expand your horizons With this
super wide monitor that will give you a huge space to work with. Source: Alienware Also one of our best selections of Dell monitors, this 25-inch Alienware monitor is dangerous because it will present you with 240Hz refresh rates that make it difficult to ever go back. You might not think that
your eyes may perceive 240 refreshments per second compared to the 144 you'll find on other monitors, but you'll can if you play first- or third-person shooters with high sensitivity settings. The faster you turn, the more you will see the tear or motion blur, which is almost eliminated with a
rapid rate of fire refresh. To reach this level at an affordable price, it unfortunately means that you are stuck with 1080p and a smaller color range than other monitors, which you may or may not see as a deal-breaker. Apart from resolution, however, you get some impressive specs: 1ms
response time, 178-degree viewing angle, and AMD FreeSync Premium, and NVIDIA G-SYNC support. Its VESA mount allows you to rotate, rotate or tilt the monitor in virtually any direction, and it even has cooling vents so hardcore graphics don't make it hot. Extreme rate of refreshment
and response 178 degree IPS screen is rare for 240Hz monitor AlienFX multidable RGB lighting system Polyvalent, Mobile mounting Comprehensive range of ports and slot machines 400 litles Only 1080p resolution Not a wide range of colors Sync your graphics card and monitor the
Alienware 25 Gaming Monitor gives you near-instant refresh rates and minimal lag for fast-paced games , at a reasonable price. Source: AOC We are in direct contrast to the AOC 27G2 monitor 27 inches with the Alienware AW2521HF 25-inch monitor above. Both are 1080p monitors with
similar strengths and weaknesses, but the AOC model is almost half the price, making it a more attractive option for players with limited budgets. Its 144Hz refresh rate may not be as smooth as alienware speedster 240Hz, but 144Hz is the community standard that most non-professional
players live happily, so you probably won't know what you're missing. In addition, AOC works with G-Sync, FreeSync and AdaptiveSync to improve framerate performance. Each monitor reaches a trough of 1ms, has a 1000:1 contrast ratio, and supports 16.7 million colors - which sounds
much better than it looks. Both have beautifully tiny glasses and identical IPS viewing angles. When the 27-inch AOC 27G2 monitor is below is in its refresh rate, brightness (250 nits vs. 400 nits with Alienware), and ports. While both monitors have two HDMI, a DisplayPort, and a
headphone jack, AOC doesn't have the five USB 3.0 ports and the audio line for connected speakers. If you can live with darker screen, standard Hz, and wireless or Bluetooth speakers, however, then this cheaper monitor may be a option for you. Affordable price for the right 144Hz and
1ms G-Sync specifications, FreeSync and AdaptiveSync 1000:1 Stylish contrast ratio, typical low light bezel-free design Not as many ports as other choices Only 1080p display Save your money for games The AOC 27G2 is one of the best game monitors for frugal players looking for solid
performance for online gaming. Source: Dan Thorp-Lancaster/Windows Central For a 27-inch QHD gaming monitor that offers excellent specs without getting up to our our our most expensive price range Razer and Asus are watching, we are fans of the BenQ EX2780Q 144Hz Gaming
Monitor. It brings some features that our other top-neglected choices, such as a built-in 2.1ch speaker system with subwoofer that our sister site Windows Central called the best set of built-in speakers I've heard on a monitor so far in their review. The BenQ EX2780Q is also one of the few
monitors with a USB-C port, which allows DisplayPort Alt and allows you to sync and charge your laptop simultaneously. Beyond that, it features HDRi technology, which is essentially HDR400, but adds in a light sensor that tracks the brightness of your room and adjusts the brightness of
the screen accordingly, helping to reduce eye strain during long play sessions. In addition, this BenQ model has the specs we've come to expect in a reliable gaming device: standard refresh rate, 109 PPI, 178 degrees anti-glare IPS screen, 350 nits of brightness with 1000:1 contrast ratio,
and an excellent 95% DCI-P3. Our main negative is the 5ms gtg response time, certainly not a bad number, but a higher lag average than our other choices. Budget-friendly 2K monitor 95% DCI-P3 Usb-C variable light sensing room port Rich speaker and underperformance 5ms entry lag
Basic, standmutable Save money on speakers With the BenQ EX2780Q, you get a smart display with beautiful visuals and audio packaged in a decent price machine. We can't take a look in your office or your game den and see what kind of PC gaming platform you have now, or ask you
what kind of games you usually play. Many of our best choices are available with several predefined modes based on your favorite game genre, but the maximum basic specifications of each device will eventually dictate how it works with minimal lag or tear, as well as how things look once
you close your game software and open other work programs. We personally believe that 2K monitors are the ideal starting point for players - see this Windows Central 1080p vs 2K vs 4K breakdown for more information on how to choose - and that the Razer Raptor 27 specifically
represents one of the best game monitors available today. With its high-end specifications, it gives you multiple customization profiles to move from one game genre to another and has a USB-C port for charging or portable games. With your chosen monitor, your problems with lag may not
be over, unfortunately. Check out our guide to how to reduce the delay in PC games to ensure that your monitor's performance can match its potential. Then take a look at our PC accessories guide to pair your monitor with the best keyboard and mouse designed for players. Credits - The
team that worked on this Michael Hicks guide got its tech departure in 2016, covering emerging technologies like vr and autonomous cars before expanding to all things technological. When he's not playing or reading SFF novels, he writes freelance for Android Central and Windows
Windows We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Find out more. More.
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